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Independent Seed Company Rob-See-Co™ Now Offers STINE® Soybeans
High-Yielding Soybean Genetics Offer Another Leading-Edge Option
ELKHORN, Nebr. (June XX, 2018) - Rob-See-Co, an independent seed company located in
Elkhorn, Nebr. is excited to offer STINE LibertyLink® GT27™ soybeans for the 2019 growing
season. This decision was made to broaden the soybean distribution and choices that are
available to Rob-See-Co producers in the never-ending quest for higher yields and tools to
battle tough to control weeds. More choices from the independent company means the RobSee-Co representatives can make better recommendations based on the individual and specific
needs of each farmers.
“We are looking forward to adding these new soybean options to our roster in 2019,” said Rob
Robinson, CEO of Rob-See-Co. “More choices for producers allows us access to select the best
fitting and effective solution for our farmers’ fields.”
STINE has been developing some of the industry’s highest-yielding soybean genetics for nearly
40 years. Rob-See-Co will offer STINE LiberyLink GT27 soybeans. The recently commercialized
LibertyLink GT27 soybean platform provides growers with the flexibility to use their choice of
glyphosate- or glufosinate-based herbicide programs combined with elite genetics to provide
an unmatched combination of weed control and yield.
“Soybeans are becoming an increasingly profitable option for our farmers,” said Robinson.
“Adding STINE to our already robust soybean lineup allows us to extend a complete portfolio of
seed to maximize yields and support success.”
-More-

Page Two: STINE Soybeans Now Available Through Independent Seed Company Rob-See-Co™
Herbicide-resistant weeds are becoming more problematic across the United States. By not
controlling these weeds, producers can lose up to 50 percent of their crop which is devastating
to farmers. The historically high performing STINE soybeans, offered through Rob-See-Co, have
built-in tolerance to glyphosate and glufosinate for outstanding flexibility in weed control.
About Rob-See-Co
Rob-See-Co is an independent seed company with regional expertise, providing customers
access to leading genetics and traits through the Rob-See-Co and Innotech® seed brands. RobSee-Co works alongside its customers, building strong relationships and helping them plant the
right seed for their long-term success, while keeping the process friendly, straightforward and
simple. To learn more, visit www.robseeco.com.
About Stine Seed Company
As the nation’s largest independent seed company, Stine Seed Farm, Inc., headquartered near
Adel, Iowa, is focused on developing and marketing the world's best-performing corn and
soybean seed through its retail arm, Stine Seed Company. Stine Seed Farm, Inc., operates the
industry's largest corn and soybean breeding and development program, advancing and testing
nearly 1 million unique soybean varieties and more than 100,000 preliminary corn hybrids
annually. For nearly five decades, Stine’s soybean research program has been regarded as the
soybean genetics supplier of choice to the seed industry. For more information, call toll-free
(800) 362-2510 or visit the website at www.stineseed.com.

Rob-See-Co™ is a trademark of Rob-See-Co, LLC. Innotech® is a registered trademark of a
Syngenta Group company. LibertyLink® is a registered trademark of Bayer. GT27™ is a
trademark of M.S. Technologies. STINE® is a registered trademark of Stine Seed Company.
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